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ABSTRACT

The X-33 AdvancedTechnologyDemonstrator is a half-scaleprototype developedto test
the key technologiesneededfor a full-scale single-stagereusablelaunch vehicle (RLV). The
X-33 is a suborbital vehiclethat will be launchedvertically, and land horizontally. The goals
of this researchwereto developan alternate entry guidanceschemefor the X-33 in parallel to
the actual X-33 entry guidancealgorithms, provide comparativeand complementarystudy,
and identify potential newwaysto improveentry guidanceperformance.Towardthesegoals,
the nominal entry trajectory is definedby a piecewiselinear drag-acceleration-versus-energy
profile, which is in turn obtained by the solution of a semi-analyticalparameteroptimization
problem. The closed-loopguidanceis accomplishedby tracking the nominal drag profile with
primarily bank-anglemodulation on-board. The bank-angleis commandedby a single full-
envelopenonlinear trajectory control law. Near the end of the entry flight, the guidancelogic
is switchedto headingcontrol in order to meet strict conditions at the terminal areaenergy
managementinterface.Two methods,oneon ground-trackcontrol and the other on heading
control, wereproposedand examinedfor this phaseof entry guidancewherelateral control is
emphasized.Trajectory dispersionstudieswereperformedto evaluatethe effectivenessof the
entry guidancealgorithms against a number of uncertainties including those in propulsion
system, atmosphericproperties, winds, aerodynamics,and propellant loading. Finally, a
new trajectory-regulation method is introduced at the end as a promising precision entry
guidancemethod. The guidanceprinciple is very different and preliminary application in
X-33 entry guidancesimulation showedhigh precisionthat is difficult to achieveby existing
methods.
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1. Introduction

The X-33 vehicle, a half-scale prototype for reusable launch vehicle (RLV), is an un-

manned suborbital autonomous vehicle (Fig. 1). The primary technical goals of the X-33

program are to develop and test key technologies needed for the next-generation of single-

stage-to-orbit RLV, including structure, thermal protection system, linear aerospike engine,

aerodynamic prediction, and control and guidance. During the flight tests projected to begin

in 2000, the X-33 will be launched vertically from Edwards Air Force Base (AFB), Califor-

nia, and land horizontally at sites in Utah or Montana. The flight trajectories will cover a

range of Mach numbers for various test objectives such as maximum entry catalytic heating,

maximum entry integrated heat load and maximum delay of transition to turbulent flow.

The flight sequence of the X-33 will be powered ascent till the main engine cutoff (MECO)

at at an altitude of about 190,000 ft, followed by a short transition phase, then entry flight

to the terminal area energy management (TAEM) interface at Mach 3 and 30 nm from the

heading alignment cylinder near the end of the runway, finally the approach and landing

phase from the TAEM interface to the runway. Thus a major portion of the flight is under

the control of the entry guidance system. The entry guidance is concerned with guiding

the X-33 in entry flight while satisfying a number of inflight constraints and delivering the

vehicle to the TAEM interface with required conditions. The effectiveness of the entry

guidance scheme is a key factor in assuring the success of the flight tests. Because of the

unique trajectory pattern of the X-33 (i.e., entry flight immediately follows ascent), the entry

flight is directly coupled with ascent, and any trajectory dispersions in the ascent phase will

be propagated to and amplified by the entry flight. Therefore not only should the X-33

entry guidance be accurate in a nominal situation, but also must be sufficiently adaptive
and robust in off-nominal cases.

The entry guidance design for the X-33 follows the principle of the Space Shuttle entry

guidance.Ill But significant differences exist in methodology, algorithms and implementation.J2,

3] In this framework, the tasks in entry guidance design include the design of a nominal entry

trajectory, a reference drag profile used for on-board guidance, trajectory tracking control

law, and algorithms to ensure the satisfaction of the TAEM conditions. The rest of this

report addresses each of these aspects.

2. Entry Trajectory Design

The nominal entry trajectory provides a reference and benchmark for the entry flight.

The design of such a trajectory is done off-line, and a number of trajectory constraints

must be enforced in the process. Different performance indices, depending on the mission

objectives, may also optimized. For the X-33, ascent and entry trajectories are designed

simultaneously because of the direct coupling between the two phases. Although nominal

trajectory design is not the emphasis of this research, it is needed to validate our subsequent

development. For this purpose, an trajectory design approach is described in the following.



Figure 1: The X-33 AdvancedTechnologyDemonstrator

2.1 Formulation

We begin with the point-mass dimensionlessequationsof 3-D motion over a spherical,
rotating Earth[4]

= V sin-y (1)

= Y cos 7 sin _b (2)
7" COS ¢

= Vcos_cos¢ (3)
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where r is the radial distance from the center of the earth to the X-33, normalized by the

radius of the earth Ro = 6378 km (20,925,673 ft). The:longitude and latitude are 0 and ¢,
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respectively. The earth-relative velocity V is normalized by x/_0R0 with go = 9.81 m/sec 2

(32.185 ft/sec2). D and L are aerodynamic accelerations in g's. f_ is the rotation rate of the

earth normalized by _-_. 7 is the flight path angle and a the bank angle. The velocity

azimuth angle ¢ is measured from the North in a clockwise direction. The differentiation is

with respect to the dimensionless time r = t/v/-_g o.

The conditions at the end of the transition phase are determined by the ascent trajec-

tory and transition guidance, and are considered the given initial conditions for the entry

trajectory. The terminal conditions for entry flight are specified at the TAEM interface. For

trajectory optimization purposes, the location of a target TAEM point and other conditions

at this point are given

= = 0r, = Cs,
= 7m,n< < 7m=,

where r I is at an altitude of about

are determined by the landing site,

(7)

25 km and VI corresponds to about Mach 3. 91 and ¢I

and the typical 7I is between -11 deg to -15 deg. The

velocity azimuth _b/ is determined by the requirement that the vehicle should be heading

directly to the HAC at the TAEM interface. This is required because the X-33 would not

have enough time to correct the heading before it reaches the HAC if the heading is not

properly oriented at the TAEM interface. In addition, the following trajectory constraints

are imposed

ILcosa+Dsina I < nzm.= (8)

q _< q-m_ (9)

Q, _< Qmo (lO)

) (11)

where Eq. (8) is a constraint on the acceleration in the body-normal direction; Eq. (9) is on

dynamic pressure C/;and Eq. (10) is on heat rate Qs at a stagnation point. Multiple heat rate

constraints for several stagnation points can be imposed, although only one is used in this

work. In this study, nz,,o_ = 2.5 (g), _],_ = 11,970 N/m 2 (250 psf), and Q,_ = 431,259

W/m 2 (38 BTU/sec-ft 2) are used. The last constraint (11) is called the equilibrium glide

constraint, obtained by setting 7 = "7 = 0 in Eq. (5) with a = 0 and neglecting g/, although

other nonzero constant a and 7 may also be used to achieve equilibrium glide. Such a

constraint is useful in reducing the altitude oscillation along the entry trajectory for an

orbital vehicle[l]. For the X-33, this constraint is not as critical, particularly for short-range

entry flight. Nonetheless, it is still retained here because it provides a convenient lower

bound on the drag acceleration which will be used later.

In the following design of the nominal entry trajectory, the angle of attack a is scheduled

as a function of velocity, beginning at large value (40-45 degrees at 4000 m/sec and above)

and gradually reducing to 8-15 degrees at the TAEM point. The bank angle cr is modulated

to control the trajectory. Therefore in this section a is parametrized as a piecewise linear

function of time. The nodal values of the parametrization of _r and the flight time r/ are



found to satisfy the TAEM condition (7), the inflight constraints (8-10), and minimize a
performanceindex

J = fo _I _y3dr (12)

where p = 1.752e -R°(r-1)/67°° (kg/m 3) is a reasonably good approximation to the 1976 U.S.

standard atmosphere in the altitude range of interest to entry flight[5]. The performance

index (12) is proportional to the accumulated heat load per unit area at the stagnation point.

It should be noted here that other performance indices such as

=/o T! pV3dr (13)J

may also be used. In this case the above integrand is proportional to the average heat

rate on the surface of the vehicle, and the performance index is thus proportional to the

total heat load of the vehicle. We have found that the choice of different performance

indices has relatively minor effect on the final trajectory. This result is due to the fact that

the trajectory is already tightly constrained by the TAEM conditions and the constraints

Eqs. (8-11), therefore little room is available for significant optimization of any performance

index. A performance index mostly serves the purpose of facilitating the search for a feasible

trajectory using an optimization algorithm. For comparison of the results obtained later

from piecewise linear drag profiles which uses Eq. (12) as the performance index, we shall

use Eq. (12) in the numerical solutions.

2.2 Numerical Solutions

To solve the above parameter optimization problem using a nonlinear programming al-

gorithm, each of the constraints (8-11), represented by p_(r) < 0, Vr e [0, r/i, i = 1, ..., 4, is

converted into a terminal inequality constraint by

wi(T/) <_ 0, where _bi = max{8,p_}, and w_(0) = 0 (14)

where 6 < 0 is a very small constant (e.g., -10-6). The reason for having 6 instead of 0 is

that the optimization algorithm we used treats any inequality constraint wi _< 0 as an active

constraint even when wi -- 0, and attempts to compute the gradient of wi. If 6 = 0 in Eq.

(14), w,. _< 0 will always be considered active even if p,-(r) < 0 for all r 6 [0, r]]. When

the algorithm computes the gradient of w_ in this case, it will find that the gradient is zero,

which causes premature termination of the optimization process.

The optimization algorithm used is a state-of-the-art sequential quadratic programming

code developed by Zhou, Tits, and Lawrence, called FFSQP (FORTRAN Feasible Sequential

Quadratic Programming)[6]. FFSQP proceeds by first finding a feasible solution that satisfies

all the inequality constraints, if the user-provided initial point is infeasible. Then it generates

the successive iterates which all satisfy the inequality constraints. This feature is particularly

useful for highly constrained problems such as the current one, where providing a feasible

starting point by trial and error is nearly impossible.

For a set of nodal values in the a-parametrization and the final time 7-] which are now

optimization parameters, the trajectory is obtained by numerically integrating Eqs. (1)-(6).

The aerodynamic coefficients CL and CD for the X-33, given in tabulated data as functions
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of Mach number and angle of attack, are found by table lookup. The speed of sound is also

found by table lookup of the data from the 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere. The TAEM

conditions (7) and inflight constraints (14) constitute the nonlinear equality and inequality

constraints of the parameter optimization problem. FFSQP was used to find the optimal

parameters which in turn determine the optimal trajectory. A total of 20 parameters were

used, and finite differences were employed for gradient computation. The constraints were

satisfied to the accuracy of 10 -s.

Since the X-33 vehicle and trajectory data were continuously updated while this research

was being conducted, the numerical results in this report used some early vehicle data and

trajectory information for the X-33. But the results still represent qualitatively what would

be expected for the X-33.

Figure 2 shows the ground tracks of two entry trajectories of the X-33, one with a MECO

velocity of Mach 14.2 for landing at Maimstrom AFB in Montana, and the other with a

MECO velocity of Mach 9.35 for landing at Michael Army Air Field (AAF) in Utah. The

trajectory to Malmstrom AFB has a tight turn at the end to meet a specified azimuth angle

condition at TAEM. Figure 3 illustrates the bank angle histories along the two trajectories.

The trajectories in the velocity-altitude space are depicted in Fig. 3 together with the four

trajectory constraints boundaries (8-11). Note that the equilibrium glide constraint (11) was

not imposed for the trajectory to Michael AAF because it was a relatively short trajectory.

A characteristic of the trajectories is that every imposed constraint became active at one

point or another, which underscores the importance of these constraints in this problem.

The computation required for these trajectories is very intensive, largely because of the

highly constrained nature of the trajectories. Since portions of the trajectories lie on the

constraint boundaries as seen in Fig. 3, the search steps had to be kept small in order

not to violate these constraints. With twenty parameters and finite differences for gradient

computation, the number of trajectory integrations needed to obtain convergence is on the

order of 40,000, which translates into over ten CPU hours on a DEC 3000/300L Alpha
workstation.
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3. Reference Drag Profiles

While the nominal 3-D trajectory obtained in above provides a good understanding of

the entry flight, it is not directly used on-board in the Shuttle and X-33 entry guidance

(a quite different precision entry guidance method that will be briefly introduced as future

work in Section 7 will directly use the 3-D reference trajectory though). Instead, the essential

features of the reference trajectory are embed in the drag acceleration profile extracted from

the trajectory, and this drag profile is used a the reference and tracked on-board.J1, 2, 3]

Derivation of the reference drag profile from the 3-D nominal trajectory necessitates

intensive computation as pointed out at the end of the preceding section. This research takes

a different approach [7, 8] in which the reference drag profile is obtained by solving a semi-

analytical parameter optimization problem. With appropriate formulation, the obtained

drag profiles are very close to the ones extracted from the 3-D trajectories resulted from

intensive trajectory optimization, but the process is much more efficient and takes negligible

computation time. This high efficiency not only is much welcomed for off-line analysis and

design, but also is potentially useful for redesign of the drag profile on-board .

3.1 Determination of Drag Profiles via Parameter Optimization

In scheduling the drag profile, the negative of the dimensionless specific energy

1 V 2
e - (15)r 2

Note that by this definition e is monotonically increasing to almost unity along the entry

trajectory. Let e0 and e I be the prescribed energy levels at the beginning of the entry flight

and at the TAEM interface, respectively. Divide the interval [e0, eli into n- 1 subintervals by

the points {el, e2, ..., en} with ex = eo and e_ = el. In each interval [ei, e_+x], i = 1, ..., n - 1,

let the desired drag acceleration be parametrized by a linear function of e

D(e) = a_(e - el) + bi (16)

where
Di+1 - Di

ai - , bi = Di (17)
ei+l -- ei

The values of Di, i = 2,..., n - 1, are to be determined (D1 and D_ are determined by

the initial and final conditions). For a given entry a-profile, all the constraints (8-11) at

each node ei can be converted in terms of D and e and expressed in the D-e space as the

constraints on D;

Dmi,_(ei) < Di <_ Dm_x(ei), i= 2,...,n- 1 (18)

If the variation of CD is ignored, the performance index Eq. (12) can be shown to be

proportional to

f_, e de = __, AJ_ (19)

1-
J'=

o i=1



where

AJ/=

x(=-, q<,_(1-_,+,)/_,+,-=,-' _/o,/1-</_'0, <',>o;
(_./a,/-o:)(,//1-_,)'-q/,- _,+,)'), <,,=o;
(,ion> <D,(1-<;+[(o,+
x (lnIq-<l- _+,)- _1-In Iq-a_(1-<,)- 4"07I), a,< 0.

(20)

The requirement of reaching the TAEM point (8(r/) = Os and ¢(rs) = Cy) is replaced by the

requirement that the downrange distance traveled by flying the drag profile be equal to that

from the beginning of the entry flight to the TAEM point. The downrange distance along a

trajectory with drag profile D(e) is given by[T]

es COS _' ._= 0 b-77_(_)_e (21)

When the drag profile is defined by the piecewise linear parametrization Eq. (16), the

downrange distance can be analytically obtained, with the approximation of cos 7 _ 1, as

n--1

s = E Asi (22)
i=1

where

{ (X/ai)ln(Di+,/DJ, ai # 0 (23)As, = (llD,)(e,+l - el), a_ = 0

The design of an optimal entry trajectory now becomes a parameter optimization problem

in which the values of the Di's are to be found to minimize J* in Eq. (19) while satisfying

the inequality constraints (18) and
n--1

E Asi = .s! (24)
i=l

In this formulation, however, it has been analytically predicted and numerically verified

in Ref. [8] that the optimal drag profile has an undesirable feature of consisting of very

rapid changes resulting from inherent discontinuities in the solution of the corresponding

variational problem (see Ref. [8] for detail). Intuitively this phenomenon occurs because no

vehicle dynamics are directly involved in this optimization process. To add more "damping"

in the D(e) profile, Ref. [8] suggests to include a regularization term in the cost function to

reduce the rate of change of D(e). The cost function for the parameter optimization problem

thus becomes

n--1 Le ! rdD(e)]2 n-1 n--1 [(Di+I- Di) 2] (25)a = EAJ,+_ t ee j ee=E_xa,+_Et e,+---,:e-7j
i=1 o i=1 i=1

where c > 0 is a small constant (e = 5 x 10 -e in this study). For the X-33, the initial entry

trajectory following the transition phase is still ascending because of the positive flight path
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angle. To count for this short ascentportion, the first few nodesin the drag profile (D1-D3)
needto be specifiedaccordingly. The last node D,_ is also fixed, given the required altitude,

Mach number and a at the TAEM interface. The rest of the parameters Di are found by

solving this parameter optimization problem.

Since no numerical integrations are required and the trajectory constraints are handled by

the box constraints Eq. (18), the optimization problem can be solved much more efficiently

as compared to the trajectory optimization approach in the preceding section. For the same

number of parameters (twenty), the computation time required to solve the problem is over

three orders of magnitude less compared to the trajectory optimization approach.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the drag profile obtained here (in solid line) with the

drag acceleration variation in dashed line along the numerical optimal trajectory shown in

Fig. 3 for landing at Malmstrom AFB. The piecewise linear drag profile clearly captures

the essential features of the numerical optimal solution at a small computation cost. The

important difference at this point is that the numerical optimal trajectories can be designed

at the expense of intensive computation to exactly meet the conditions for 3'(rl) and g,(r]) at

TAEM. In contrast, the heading control along the trajectory defined by the drag profile has

to be obtained by bank-angle reversals[l], and no direct control over 7(TI) is implemented,

although an appropriately scheduled nominal a-program can result in a "7(T]) in the allowable

range. Accurate satisfaction of the TAEM condition on ¢(T/), when required, will have to

be to be achieved by other techniques which will be discussed later.

The chief benefits of the current approach are that the nominal entry trajectory can be

designed very effectively, reliably and quickly, and the design process can be easily auto-

mated, thus saving significant amount of time and man power. This feature is probably

particularly useful for an evolving test vehicle like the X-33.

3.2 Drag Profile Update

The reference drag profile D* is designed based on the downrange distance requirement

(24) at the beginning of the entry trajectory. Because of off-nominal dispersions and cross-

range motion of the vehicle, the reference drag profile will need to be updated periodically

on-board to null the downrange errors. The Shuttle uses a first-order approximation ap-

proach to adjust one segment of the drag profile at a time.Ill The piecewise linearity of the

parametrization of D* for the X-33 makes it a simple matter to update the entire D* by

scaling it with appropriate coefficients.

Define the range-to-go by

S_o-go = sh_c - SU,em (26)

where shac is the downrange distance along the great circle from the current point to the

HAC, and st_,_ is a constant bias term, taken to be 24 nm. Suppose that Sp_d is the predicted

downrange distance by Eq. (22) with the current values of the nodes D_. Then the drag

profile update is done to each of the remaining node[2]

Di = sp,.d D_ (27)
._to--go

Given the piecewise linearity of the drag profile, this update is equivalent to scaling the entire
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referencedrag profile by a factor of Spra/sto-go, therefore the predicted downrange distance

determined by the updated drag profile from Eq. (22) is now exactly sto-go.

In addition to update (27), it is realized that the discrepancy in the initial energy level

of the trajectory also contributes to range errors. Hence a one-time compensation to this

effect is desired. At the initiation of the closed-loop guidance, let the actual energy level be

e0, and the nominal energy at the same point be e_. Note that e0 and eT_may be different

because of the uncertainties and dispersions associated with the ascent. The final energy e/

is fixed. Thus the very first update should be

kSto-go/ _ _ D, (28)

This update procedure represented in Eqs. (27)-(28) is found to be one of the important

factors that enhance noticeably the robustness of the performance of the entry guidance

algorithms in the presence of significant trajectory dispersions. For the simulations reported

in Section 7, the update is done once every second. It should be noted, though, that caution

must be exercised when the reference drag profile lies close to the boundaries of the entry

flight corridor specified by constraints (8-10). In such a case the scaling of the drag profile

by (27) (or (28)) could result in the update drag profile violating some of these constraints.

Another updating scheme is described in Ref. [8] which updates the nearest few segments

of the drag profile at a time. Suppose that at the instant of updating, the current energy e is

between [el, ei+l], and that the difference between the range-to-go predicted by the analytical

Eqs. (22) and (23) and the actual range-to-go is 8s. To null the error _s the nodes D_+I,...,

Di+k are to be adjusted. Let the perturbations for the nodes be 8Di+l, ..., _Di+k. The

first-order expansion of the range-to-go is then

8s = \ ODi+l + _ 8Di+I +'..+ \ ODi+k + ODi+k
(29)

where all the partial derivatives are analytically evaluated, and 8D = (SDi+l ...SDi+k) T. The

Eq. (29) admits infinitely many solutions when k > 1. But the minimum-norm solution,

which is the one with the smallest [18DII2 = 8DTSD, is given by

6D = -- (30)
cTc C

The updated values of the nodes Di+l,..., Di+k are then given by Di+l+SDi+l, ..., and

Di+k+SDi+k. The updated piecewise linear drag profile is thus obtained.

The effectiveness of the two approaches on improving the downrange distance accuracy is

comparable to each other. Since the piecewise linearity of the reference drag profile renders

the scaling of the entire drag profile no more difficult than adjusting a few segments at a

time, the scaling approach is probably more preferable, although the second approach applies

to any other analytical parametrizations of the drag profile.

11



4. Trajectory Control

While the design of drag profile is carried out off-line, trajectory control deals with on-

board feedback tracking of the reference drag profile. Similar to the Shuttle, the X-33 will

use both bank-angle and angle-of-attack modulations to control the entry trajectory, with

bank angle as the primary long-period trajectory control and angle of attack as the fast

trajectory shaping means.

4.1 Bank Angle Control Law

A nonlinear proportional-plus-integral-plus-derivative (PID) control law for the bank

angle is used in this research. The control law is derived by using a nonlinear predictive

control method. [8].

Denote u = CL COS a/CD, ignoring the rotation of the Earth, 0D and 0D, we can express

D = aD + bDu (31)

where aD and bD are functions of r, V, _ and D, which can be readily obtained from the

definition of D and Eqs. (1) and (4). Let AD = D - D* with D* representing the reference

drag acceleration. Define an auxiliary variable

z(r) = AD + 2(w, AD + w_ fo¢ AD(#)d# (32)

where _ > 0 and wn > 0 are two constants. At any instant r the influence of u(v) on z(r + T)

for a time increment T > 0 can be predicted by a first-order Taylor series expansion

z(r + T) z(r) + Tk(r) = z(v) + T[aD(r)
+ bD(r)u(r)+2¢w.Afl(r)

+ w_AD(T)- D*(r)] (33)

where for the piecewise linear parametrization of D* with respect to e, we have in the interval

[ei, ei+l]

D* = aiDV, D" = ai(L)V + DV) (34)

where ai is from Eq. (17). Note that for accurate tracking of D*, we desire that z -+ 0. To

find the control u for this purpose, consider the minimization of the performance index

J = lz2(r + T) (35)

at an arbitrary r E [0, rf). Replacing z(r + T) by Eq. (33) and setting OJ/Ou(r) = 0 give a

continuous, nonlinear feedback control law

u(r) - 1 [z + T(aD- D* + 2¢w.Ab
TbD

+ w_AD)] (36)

12



This is a nonlinear PID control law when z is replaced by its definition (32). Globally

asymptotically stable tracking of D* for any T > 0 under this control law can be seen by

substituting Eq. (36) into the equation for _ to arrive at

1
= ---z (37)

T

Thus z _ 0 exponentially with a time-constant T, and _ --_ 0. From the definition of z,
= 0 leads to

/XD + 2(w,_/Xb + w_AD = 0 (38)

Therefore, AD -+ 0 with a damping ratio of _ and natural frequency of w,_. For the X-33

applications, wehavechosen = 0.7,T = 0.01 /Ro/g0(sec),and = 0.04JRo/g0,or1/ o
corresponds to 25 sec in real time. The magnitude of the commanded bank angle acorn for

trajectory tracking is computed from cos acorn = uCD/CL.

A clear advantage of this predictive control method is that the 3rd-order closed-loop dy-

namics under the control law are decomposed into a simple fast-decaying first-order dynamics

(37) and a well-understood 2nd-order steady-state dynamics (38). This decomposition al-

lows convenient determination of the controller parameters T, _, and w,_ because they bear

obvious physical meanings.

In the implementation, the computed a_om is also constrained by the following amplitude,

rate, and acceleration limits

I_¢oml_ 85 (deg), I_¢oml_ 5- 10 (deg/s), (39)
I_¢o_1_ 2 (d_g/s_)

where the rate and acceleration are computed by finite differences.

The cross range is controlled by orientation of the bank angle. A simple dead-zone

criterion for reversing the sign of the bank angle, similar to the one employed by the Space

Shuttle,Ill is used in this scheme. Suppose that _b* is the azimuth pointing from the current

position toward the center of the HAC. When the magnitude of the azimuth error I¢ - ¢*J

exceeds a dead-band limit of 10 deg, the bank angle is reversed to the opposite direction.

Note that due to the rate constraint in Eq. (39), the bank reversals cannot be achieved

instantaneously.

4.2 Angle of Attack Modulation

The nominal angle of attack is scheduled with respect to Mach number. In many cases it

is found that relying on bank angle modulation as described above is adequate to track the

reference drag profile for the X-33. But in other more demanding cases such the maximum

delay-to-transition-to-turbulence mission (dubbed as the "d" trajectory), where a long open-

loop transition phase exists (up to 85 seconds) before closed-loop entry guidance, modulation

in a can make a dramatic difference in guidance performance. A simple static, first-order

a-modulation is used when necessary. Treat the drag acceleration as a static function of a

and expand the drag with an anticipated increment/ka by

OD

D(c_ + Ao_) = D(a) + -_a Aa (40)
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where a is the current sensedangle of attack. Let e be the current energy level. Set
D(a + Aa) = D'(e). Then the above equation gives the required Aa, thus

ac,_d=a+Aa=a+ kcOa / (D'-D) (41)

and ac,_a is used as the angle of attack guidance command, subject to magnitude (la_dl _<

a_omin_ + 5°), rate, and acceleration constraints.

It should be noted that the above a-modulation ignores the dynamic effects on the drag.

Yet it already proves to be a quite effective way of reducing trajectory dispersions in difficult

situations. When this modulation was used in simulation results shown in this report, it will

be so stated (section 6.2).

5. Pre-TAEM Lateral Trajectory Control

When the vehicle reaches the TAEM point by following the designed drag profile, bank

reversals cannot ensure the strict alignment of the heading angle to the HAC or satisfaction

any other specified requirements in heading. The final heading can be far from the desired di-

rection, especially when the vehicle is required to approach the TAEM point from a specified

direction which is not "natural" to the entry trajectory. For instance, the entry flight of the

X-33 is from southwest to northeast (cf. Fig. 2), but in an early mission design for landing

at Malmstrom AFB the X-33 is required to approach the TAEM point from southeast to

avoid flight over the city of Great Falls. Even in the absence of such stringent requirement,

the X-33 would not have enough time to correct the trajectory if the velocity heading at the

TAEM interface is not pointed toward the HAC tangency.

Figures 5-7 show the TAEM conditions of 100 X-33 trajectories in Monte Carlo simula-

tion for landing at Michael AAF. The trajectory dispersions are caused by uncertainties in

propulsion system propellant loading, aerodynamics and navigation, all described in Section

6. The entry flight is guided entirely by the drag-tracking approach. At TAEM, the nominal

altitude is 825,000ft, and the nominal downrange distance to HAC is 19 nm. Figures 5 and 6

show that while the longitudinal trajectory is controlled satisfactorily with the dispersions in

TAEM altitude less than the 4-5000 ft specification, and the downrange distance dispersions

less than the +5 nm specification, the heading errors are unacceptable. The mean heading

error is about 15 deg, with some as large as 25 deg. Figure 7 reveals that despite the tight

angle of attack a dispersions around the nominal value of 15 deg, the bank angle at TAEM

is almost evenly distributed between 4-85 deg. Large bank angles at TAEM interface are

the result of large heading errors at TAEM, and are not desirable because the subsequent

TAEM trajectory control will be adversely affected.

There are two major contributing factors to the phenomena observed in Figs. 5-7:

(1) in general the heading error will continue to increase for some time due to the fact

that bank angle cannot instantaneously reverse to the opposite side after the bank angle

command is reversed when the heading error exceeds the threshold value; (2) when the

vehicle gets close to the HAC, the variation of the azimuth _b* to the HAC becomes faster.

Consequently a bank reversal is always called for near the TAEM interface. But the bank rate

14



and accelerationconstraints in Eq. (39) severely limit the speed of the bank reversal, thus

resulting large overshoot of the heading error at the TAEM interface. Using a smaller heading

error threshold value for bank reversals does not seem to solve this problem effectively, but

increases the number of bank reversals unnecessarily. This challenge necessitates the use of

a different guidance strategy before the vehicle reaches the TAEM interface. Two different

methods are discussed below. The vehicle is under the drag-tracking guidance until it reaches

a distance before the TAEM point. From this point to TAEM, one of the next two guidance

logics is applied.
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5.1 Ground-Track Control

In this approach we assume that a specific point at a nominal distance from the HAC

is chosen to be the TAEM point. The heading angle at this point is also required to have

a given value Cd. Use flat earth assumption in this phase. Let oxy be a coordinate system

centered at the TAEM point with the y-axis pointing to the North, and x-axis to the East,

as shown in Fig. 8. The kinematics of the vehicle in the horizontal plane are

k = V cos'y sin %5 (42)

= V cos 7 cos ¢ (43)

From these two equations we have
dx
-- = tan%b
dy

The desired ground track is chosen to be a cubic curve

x = ay 3 + by _ + cy

(44)

(45)

where the coefficients a, b and c are to be determined. Suppose that at the instant r0 when

the tracking of the ground track begins, x(r0) = x0 and y(r0) = y0, and the line-of-sight

angle from the vehicle to the TAEM point is ¢_. Let the azimuth (heading) angle required

at the TAEM interface be denoted by Ca. First we set c = tan %bd. Then along Eq. (45) at

the TAEM point where x -- y = 0,

dx

";'-l=:u:o = tan ¢(7" I) = c = tan %bd
ay

Thus ¢(r/) = _d. The coefficients a and b are found by satisfying

(46)

Xo = ay_ + by_ + cyo (47)

d---xI+=+0 = 3ay2o + 2byo + c = tan ¢o (48)
dy

The condition Eq. (47) means that the desired ground track Eq. (45) starts at the current

point; Eq. (48) specifies that the ground track directly points toward the TAEM point

(origin) at the beginning. This condition is found important because with Eq. (48) the

desired ground track conforms with the general direction of motion of the vehicle, thus the

ground track is achievable by the vehicle. The solution to these two equations is

(49)

(50)
a = --[2(x0 -- Y0 tan %Dd)-- y0(tan %b_)-- tan Cd)]/y 3

b = [3(x0 - Y0 tan %bd) -- y0(tan %b_-- tan Cd)]/Y_

Now, by following the ground track Eq. (45) with the coefficients defined in Eqs. (46), (49)

and (50), the vehicle will reach the TAEM point at x = y = 0 with ¢(r/) = Cd- This ground

track can be easily designed on-board, given the navigation information on x0, y0 and _b_.
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Fig. 8: Coordinate system for the final ground-track planning

Next, we will derive the bank-angle control law to track Eq. (45). To avoid differentiation

of "_, which involves the term cos a, thus makes it difficult to obtain a closed-form control

law, we introduce a new independent variable

or,

: V(u) cosT(u)du (51)

d_ = V cos "/dr (52)

Therefore the kinematic Eqs. (42) and (43) become

I

x = sin_b (53)

y' = cos¢ (54)

where the prime stands for differentiation with respect to _. Let

F = x - ay 3 - by 2 - cy (55)

Thus

F' = sin¢-3ay 2cos¢-2bycos¢-ccos¢

F" = [cos¢+ (3ay 2 + 2by + c)sin¢]¢'-(6ay + 2b) cos 2 ¢ _ ARC' + BE

where from Eq. (6) with the Earth's rotation ignored, and Eq. (52), we have

¢'= _'/Vcos7 = (L/V 2cos 27)sina + VsinCtan¢/r =_ Gcsincr + He

(56)

(57)

(5s)
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Choose a feedback linearization control law

sina = (-AFH¢ - BE- 2(fw,_F' - w_rF)/AFG¢ (59)

where {F > 0 and w, F > 0 are two constants. Substituting Eqs. (58) and (59) into Eq. (57)

gives the closed-loop dynamics

2 F = 0 (60)F" + 2_FW_ f F' + W_F

It follows that F --+ 0, or x = ay 3 + by 2 + cy, asymptotically.

Remarks:

° The new variable _ is introduced only to enable us to derive the closed-form control

law. The control law Eq. (59) is a function of the position coordinates and other

states, independent of _.

. It should be noted that wnF is the natural frequency in _, not in the real time t or

dimensionless time _-. So the value of w_p may not have exactly the same influence on

the transient tracking response in the real time, but it should still have qualitatively

similar effects. The steady-state response F = 0 is the same, which is what we desire.

3. The guidelines for selecting wn F and, to a lesser extent, _F, are such that: (1) the

control law Eq. (59) is not severely saturated; and (2) the vehicle reaches the TAEM

point with an acceptable energy level. For the entry flight of the X-33 to Malmstrom

AFB tested in Section 5, we have used _F = 0.7 and w,, F = 350, which corresponds to

a dimensional natural frequency of 350/_/-_g0 -- 0.434 (1/sec).

4. The starting point of the ground-track control phase may differ, depending on how hard

the vehicle needs to maneuver to meet the final heading condition. In general, it should

be initiated as close to TAEM as possible to ensure that the vehicle reaches TAEM

with proper energy. For the X-33 landing at Malmstrom AFB, the difference between

the required azimuth angle and the "natural" one is over 40 deg in our simulations.

Hence the ground-track control is initiated at a distance of 150 km (at about Mach

5.2) from the TAEM interface to allow enough time for the maneuver.

5. When the ground track Eq. (45) is followed, the vehicle is guaranteed within the

accuracy of the analysis to reach the TAEM point because the ground track Eq. (45)

passes through the TAEM point, no matter whether or not there is a range error

at r0. Therefore this feature is expected to improve the overall performance of the

guidance algorithm in trajectory dispersion study. When the final ground-track control

is employed, the updating of the drag profile discussed previously serves more the

purpose of keeping the trajectory at correct energy level than eliminating the range
error. See the discussion of the numerical results in Simulation section.

. Even when the final heading of the entry trajectory is not required to meet a strict

condition, the ground-track control can still be employed to achieve precise TAEM

point location. In this case, _bd can be simply set to be equal to ¢_. Then a = b = 0 by
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Table 1: Comparisonof TAEM conditions for landing at Malmstrom AFB

d] (kin) h] (km) Vl (m/s) ¢1 (deg) 71 (deg)

Traj. 1 0 24.75 740.00 -5.14 -11.0

Traj. 2 47.57 24.70 739.90 -2.34 -16.3

Traj. 3 1.86 24.66 740.65 36.63 -14.6

Traj. 4 0.18 25.52 730.0 -5.75 -8.6

Eqs. (49) and (50), and the reference ground track Eq. (45) degenerates to a straight

line. The vehicle will follow this straight line to the TAEM point. This usually is a

much less aggressive maneuver for the vehicle compared to the case where a specified

final heading is required.

While the control law Eq. (59) controls the lateral motion of the vehicle, the longitudinal

motion needs to be monitored so that the trajectory constraints (8-10) will not be violated.

Among them, constraint (9) _ _< g/m_ is the predominant one (cf. Fig. 4) in this phase.

To prevent the trajectory from descending too fast to violate (9), the angle of attack a is

modulated in this period according to

a = ar_l q- aqe -kq(1-_/_''°*) (61)

where aq > 0 and kq > 0 are two selected constants. Appropriate values for aq and kq will

result in a ,_ a,._! when _/is away from and less than _/m_, and a will increase as _ --+ _Tm_.

As a result, the altitude decrease will slow down and q < q,_ will remain enforced. For

our X-33 applications, aq = 10 deg and kq = 10, among many other possible combinations,

appear to work well.

The above scheme is applied in simulation to a Mach 14 trajectory for landing at Malm-

strom AFB. Four different trajectories are given for comparison:

• Trajectory 1: obtained by trajectory optimization described in Section 2. This trajec-

tory serves as the nominal the other trajectories will compare with.

• Trajectory 2: guided entirely by the drag-tracking method in Section 3, but without

drag-profile update described in Section 3.2.

• Trajectory 3: similar to Trajectory 3, but with drag-profile update.

Trajectory 4: guided by the drag-tracking guidance (including drag-update) till 150 km

from the TAEM point, and then guided by the ground-track control scheme discussed
above.

Table 1 lists the TAEM conditions along these four trajectories. The quantity df in Table 1

stands for the distance to the given TAEM point at the end of the trajectory h I the TAME

altitude, Vf the TAEM velocity, 4I the TAME velocity heading, and 71 the TAEM flight

path angle.
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Figure 9 contains the nominal drag profile, arid the drag profiles along Trajectory 2 and

3. While the trajectory control law (36) tracks the reference drag profile closely, without

drag updating the trajectory misses the TAEM point by d/= 47.6 km (Table 1). With drag

updating, the miss-distance is reduced to only 1.86 km (Traj. 3). But the problem now is

with the final azimuth angle _bf which is 36.6 deg, far from the required -5.14 deg. Adding

the ground-track control phase previously developed effectively corrects this problem and

further reduces the miss distance, yielding _bf = -5.75 deg and d/= 0.18 km (Traj. 4).

Figures 10-11 compare the bank angle and angle of attack histories along Trajectory 3

and 4. The difference in the bank angle is only in the last 100 seconds or so when the ground-

track control is applied. In Fig. 11 the visible small hump near the end of Traj. 4 is due to

the angle of attack modulation, Eq. (61), when the trajectory moves closer to the boundary

of q _ qm,=. Figure 12 shows the trajectory of Traj. 4 in solid-line in the velocity-altitude

space with the constraint boundaries of Eqs. (8-11). Clearly all the constraints are met and

the trajectory looks similar to Traj. 1, which is plotted in Fig. 3 in solid line. Without the

angle of attack modulation Eq. (61), the constraint q _ _,_,= would have been violated in

this case. Plotted in Fig. 13 are the ground tracks along Traj. 4 and 1. The ground-track

control scheme ensures the satisfaction of the stringent heading requirement at the TAEM,

and the ground track is virtually the same as that along the open-loop trajectory in Fig. 2.
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5.2 Heading-Control by Proportional-Navigation Guidance

In this setting, we assume that the TAEM interface is not defined by a specific point

(as opposed to the previous section where the TAEM interface is a well-defined point),

instead by certain flight conditions (e.g., Mach 3.0 for the X-33). This is the case for the

X-33 landing at Michael AAF in the final trajectory design. Upon arrival at the TAEM

interface (wherever the actual location happens to be), the heading of the vehicle is required

to be pointing directly at the HAC tangency. A method that can be employed for heading

alignment of the vehicle toward the HAC before the vehicle reaches the TAEM interface is

proportional-navigation (PN) guidance.

Proportional-navigation guidance has been an extensively researched guidance method

in the literature because of its simplicity and effectiveness. The applications have been

mainly in short-range interception. In almost all the analytical investigations of the PN

guidance, a key assumption is constant velocity for the interceptor. In a recent work[13], the

PN guidance method is extended to intercept of a nonmoving target by an interceptor with

arbitrary time-varying velocity. It has been shown that in such a scenario, any navigation

constant of greater than one will lead to intercept, and any navigation constant of greater

than two will result in the interceptor to directly head toward the target (direct collision

course). These developments appear to fit the current situation perfectly well: the velocity

of the X-33 cannot be regarded as constant; the target point (HAC) is nonmoving; and the

heading of the X-33 needs to be pointed to the HAC.

Let _b* be the azimuth angle from the current position to the HAC tangency. Given the

HAC tangency coordinates and the current vehicle position, _* is determined on-board. The

PN guidance law is then used to command the vehicle heading angle

= A_" (62)

where a navigation constant of _ > 2 should be chosen. If the self-rotation of the earth is

ignored, the bank angle control law corresponding to (62) is obtained from Eq. (6)

sin o" (._V¢" V2= - -- cos 7 sin ¢ tan ¢) cos 7 / L (63)
r

The guidance algorithm is switched to this PN guidance law at a distance do from the HAC.

For instance, in an early design of the X-33 trajectory to Michael AAF, do is selected to be 35

nm where the nominal velocity is about Mach 3.6. This gives a range of about 16 nm for the

PN guidance to align the heading to the HAC before the X-33 reaches the TAEM interface

which is about 19 nm from the HAC and at Mach 2.5 (The latest design puts the interface

at Mach 3.0 and 30 nm from the HAC). The choice of do (or any other initiation criteria) is a

matter of balancing competing objectives: longer do gives more time for the PN guidance to

work, thus provides tighter heading control. But the resulting downrange distance dispersion

at the TAEM interface may exceed the specification because the longitudinal (drag-tracking)

guidance is disengaged earlier.

A relatively large navigation constant of

,_=5
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is used to quickly orient the heading to the HAC in this period. An added advantage of

this approach is that once the vehicle is heading toward the HAC, no significant trajectory

maneuvers are needed, thus the bank angle at the TAEM interface will be relatively small.

When the bank angle control is switched from drag-profile-tracking to heading control

(63), the longitudinal motion tends to produce too shallow a trajectory at the TAEM in-

terface with high altitude and small flight path angle. [2] To compensate for this undesirable

dispersion from the required TAEM conditions, in the period when the heading control (63)

is in effect, the angle of attack a is modulated according to

= 1.5( - ;*) (64)

where aref is the nominal value of the angle of attack, and 7" is a constant value determined

on-board as follows: Let h0 be the altitude at the distance do from the HAC (where the final

heading control phase is initiated), ht_,_ the specified TAEM altitude (82,000 ft), and dh,_c

the nominal distance from the TAEM interface to the HAC (115,446 ft, or 19 nm). Then

ho - htaem
tan V" -- (65)

do - dt,,._

Evidently, the meaning of -y* is such that if the vehicle flies a constant flight-path-angle

trajectory at -y = 7*, it would reach the TAEM interface at the altitude of h,_,,,,. Note

that h0 is different along different trajectories, thus "y* should be determined on-board. The

modulation of a is limited by the constraints

- 5 (d¢g), I, 1 5 (66)

6. Trajectory Dispersion Study

The algorithms described in Sections 2-5 are implemented for the X-33 in Monte Carlo

simulations for landing at Michael AAF. The vehicle trajectory simulation is performed by

a computer program called Marshall Aerospace Vehicle Representation in C, developed at

the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. The trajectory simulation is from lift-off through

entry. Because of the evolving nature of the X-33 mission designs and MAVERIC during

time span of this this research from 1997 to 1999, two sets of dispersion studies were done

with different versions of MAVERIC and nominal trajectory designs.

6.1 Mission 7c6

In this case the TAEM interface is defined by the value of the specific energy correspond-

ing to an altitude of 82,000 ft and Mach 2.5 (consistent with early X-33 mission design).

The algorithms developed in this research were incorporated into MAVERIC 3.0 for entry

guidance. The ascent and transition guidance schemes are from NASA Marshall and are

implemented in MAVERIC. The simulation terminates when the energy reaches this value.

The entry guidance command update cycle is one second. Figures 14 and 15 show the closed-

loop bank angle and angle of attack histories along a nominal maximum catalytic heating

trajectory. The PN guidance is used for the final heading control which started at t = 400
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seconds from lift-off (at Mach 3.6, about 35 nm from the HAC). At the end of the nominal

entry trajectory, the distance to the HAC is 19.5 nm, the heading error to the HAC is 0.22

deg, the altitude is 84,641 ft and velocity 2426 ft/s.

To evaluate the performance of the entry guidance scheme in the presence of uncer-

tainties in propulsion, atmospheric properties, winds, navigation and aerodynamics, Monte

Carlo simulations were performed. The propulsion system uncertainties include up to ±1%

in Isp (specific impulse), I1% in propellant utilization, 404.1 lbm in loaded LOX and 54.96

Ibm in loaded LH2. The aerodynamic coefficient uncertainty model is based on comparison

of predicted versus actual flight data from past lifting body programs. MAVERIC ran-

domly generates the uncertainties in the specified ranges and the corresponding trajectory.

Atmospheric uncertainties were not included because of a difficulty in incorporating an at-

mospheric model software into MAVERIC at Iowa State University. But tests at NASA

Marshall indicated that for the X-33 atmospheric uncertainties only play a secondary role

compared to propulsion and aerodynamic uncertainties.

The simulation results of the TAEM conditions along 120 dispersed trajectories are sum-

marized in Figs. 16-19. Figure 16 illustrates the dispersions of heading error and range-to-

HAC. In comparison to Fig. 6 it is evident that the PN guidance markably improves the

heading-to-HAC accuracy. The majority of the trajectories had heading errors within 4-2 deg,

and all but two trajectories met the 4-5 deg heading error specification. The range-to-HAC

had somewhat larger dispersions as compared to Fig. 6. The average value of range-to-HAC

is 19.636 nm with a standard deviation of 2.489 nm. The 4-5 nm error specification on the

range-to-HAC is still satisfied by predominant majority of the trajectories.

Figure 17 shows the altitude and flight path angle conditions at the TAEM interface.

The trajectories generally end higher than the nominal value with the altitude having an

average value of 84,378 ft and a standard deviation of 1,117 ft. The altitude dispersions are

larger than those shown in Fig. 5 where no final lateral trajectory control was used. Yet all

trajectories met the 4-5,000 ft altitude dispersion requirement.

Figure 18 depicts the bank angle and angle of attack at the TAEM interface. The

a-modulation (64) in most cases reduces the angle of attack in an attempt to lower the

altitude. Without the a-modulation (64), the trajectories would terminate at altitudes as

high as 93,000 ft. Because the trajectories headed directly toward the HAC in a nearly

straight line under the PN guidance law (62), as a result the bank angle was relatively small,

mostly confined between 4-25 deg, which is in sharp contrast to Fig. 7.

Finally, Fig. 19 contains the final velocity and altitude information. The average value

of the Mach number at the TAEM interface is 2.497, with a standard deviation of 0.02.

A nice correlation between the altitude and velocity is evident: a lower TAEM altitude is

compensated with a higher TAEM velocity, and vice versa.
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6.2 Mission 9d5

This is a more recent study performed during the summer of 1999 [14]. The mission is

designed to maximize the delay to transition-to-turbulence during entry flight to Michael

AAF. Therefore there is a 85-second open-loop transition phase following MECO. This long

transition phase reduces the period in which closed-loop entry guidance can correct the

trajectory, and amplifies any trajectory dispersions occurred during the ascent. All these

add to the difficulty in achieving tight control of trajectory dispersions. For the latest mission

designs, the TAEM interface is defined at Mach 3.0, 30 nm from the HAC at 96,000 ft altitude

(which further shortens the duration of entry guidance!). The dispersion study was performed

with MAVERIC 6.7.2a against uncertainties in atmospheric parameters, winds, propulsion

system, propellant utilization, interaction of jet effects with aerodynamics, aerodynamic
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coefficients, and navigation data.

This mission is more difficult from entry guidance viewpoint. The a-modulation in Eq.

(41) was found to be very useful in ensuring satisfactory guidance performance.[14] The

performance is measured again by the dispersions in TAEM conditions. For comparison

purpose, the X-33 entry guidance algorithms implemented in the MAVERIC was used to

generate trajectories under the same uncertainties.

Figures 20-22 show the TAEM conditions along 150 dispersed trajectories under the entry

guidance algorithms developed in this research at Iowa State University (ISU) and the actual

X-33 entry guidance designed at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). A downrange bias of

10 nm was set in the X-33 entry guidance I-loads to avoid too close a distance to HAC at the

TAEM along few of the trajectories. It is clearly seen that the guidance schemes developed

in this research was able to provide satisfactory performance even in this challenging case.

The dispersions in the downrange distances to the HAC are within +5 nm; the heading angle

errors less than 2.5 degrees; the altitude dispersions less than 4000 ft. Six degree-of-freedom

simulations with MAVERIC have verified successful landing of the X-33 at the runway at

Michael AAF for all the cases that had largest dispersions at the TAEM interface.

6.3 High Downrange Trajectory Sensitivity

During the course of this research it was discovered that under the current entry guidance

framework, the downrange distance at TAEM can vary significantly with slight differences

between to otherwise the same trajectories. Figure 23 illustrate this point: the downrange

distances to HAC along 50 dispersed trajectory pairs under X-33 entry guidance algorithms

(mission 9d5) are shown. The only difference between the two trajectories in each pair is

slightly different navigation models implemented in MAVERIC. Yet at the TAEM interface

the distances to HAC differ as large as 14 nm (e.g., cases 3,15, 45). Similar trend can be

observed in Fig. 24 where the same 50 pairs of trajectories were simulated under the entry

guidance algorithms developed in this project, although the differences were not as large.

This high sensitivity was attributed to the pre-TAEM phase guidance where the heading

control is emphasized, and both the X-33 entry guidance and the ISU guidance algorithms

have such a phase which is a necessary for the X-33. In this phase, the longitudinal motion

(downrange distance and altitude) is not tightly controlled because of the decoupled guidance

strategy. As a consequence, small dispersions could result in significant differences in the

longitudinal direction as observed. Indeed, if the pre-TAEM phase is removed, the same

50 pairs of trajectories will all have range-to-HAC at near 30 nm (the nominal value) as

demonstrated in Fig. 25. Note how accurately the downrange distance is controlled by the

entry guidance algorithms despite the considerable uncertainties introduced in the Monte

Carlo simulations. However, the heading angle errors (not shown) along those 50 pairs of

trajectories at TAEM are as large as 20 degrees, which is not acceptable for the X-33.

This trade off between longitudinal and lateral guidance precision is inherited in the

current decoupled framework of entry guidance methods, and cannot be eliminated as long

as there are competing requirements in lateral direction that need to be met.
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7. A Candidate for Next-Generation Entry Guidance Method

The entry guidance concept based on drag-profile-tracking has been successful for the

Shuttle, and is shown to be effective for the X-33, notwithstanding some additional mea-

sures that have to be taken to satisfy the specific entry requirements for the X-33 as described

in Section 5. The simulation results in Section 6 are by the most part satisfactory. But if

the TAEM condition dispersion specifications are further tighten up, and if more stringent

conditions are placed on all trajectory parameters (velocity, altitude, position, and heading),

it would be very difficult for the the current entry guidance schemes to achieve all the spec-

ifications. The strong trajectory sensitivity observed in Section 6.3 also highlights the fact

that much remains to be desired if higher level of precision and tighter trajectory control are

required. The next-generation entry guidance method should overcome these shortcomings.

Some preliminary investigation has been conducted in this research effort on this front.

The approach taken treats the entry guidance problem as a trajectory-tracking problem

in the three-dimensional space. The motivation is simple: since the nominal 3-D entry

trajectory has already been carefully designed to satisfy all trajectory constraints and TAEM

conditions, and optimize certain performance index in many cases, closely following this

trajectory in state-space will automatically ensure a successful mission. The key to the

success of this approach is that an effective feedback control law based on the linearized

dynamics of the vehicle about the nominal trajectory can be developed to null the deviations

from the reference trajectory. One major stumbling block, however, has been the fact that

the linearized system is time varying because of the time-varying nature of the reference

trajectory. In a sharp contrast to the extensive body of design methods for linear, time-

invariant systems, there have been relatively very few available methods for controller design

to stabilize a linear, time-varying (LTV) system. A commonly used technique is to design

the controller at a number of points along the trajectory, and then interpolate the gains over

the flight envelope. Reference [12] presents such an application for entry trajectory control.

The practical disadvantages of this technique are that the point designs of the controller and

gain scheduling are man-power intensive and highly time consuming, and the entire process

has to be repeated for each different reference trajectory for different missions. On an equally

(if not more) important note, a fundamental issue is that stability cannot be theoretically

guaranteed by such a gain-scheduled controller. Therefore extensive simulations are usually

resorted to verify the control law, which further adds to the mission costs.

In a recent work [15], a closed-form stabilizing control law for LTV systems has been

developed. The control law is based on an approximation to the solution of a receding-horizon

control problem. Once the control law is developed, no on-line integrations or iterations

are required. No explicit gain scheduling is used, and the control law has the same form

for different reference trajectories. The closed-loop stability of the linearized, time-varying

system, hence the stability of the original nonlinear system in a neighborhood of the reference

trajectory, is guaranteed for sufficiently small values of a control law parameter. The method

is applied to the X-33 entry guidance in simulation. The preliminary results are quite

encouraging. In the following this method is briefly described, and some simulation results

on the X-33 entry guidance are presented. We refer to Ref. [15] for more detail on the

development of the method.
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7.1 Approximate Receding-Horizon Control Law

Consider an LTV systems modeled by

= A(t)x + B(t)u (67)

where x E R n, u E R m, and A(.) : R -+ R '_×'_ and B(.) : R --+ R '_×m are continuous. A

control law u = K(t)x is sought to stabilize the system (67) at the origin for any initial

condition x(to). The receding-horizon control approach is one of the few existing methods

for LTV systems. The receding-horizon control problem at any t > to is defined to be an

optimal control problem in which the performance index

tt+T

J = _ [xT(r)Qx(r) + uT(r)Ru(r)]dr (68)

is minimized for some Q > 0 and R > 0, subject to system dynamics (67), initial condition

x(t), and the terminal constraint

x(t + T) = 0 (69)

with 0 < T < oo. The idea is to solve this optimal control problem in the finite moving

horizon [t, t + T] for every t _> to. Let u*(.) be the optimal control obtained in [t, t + T].

The applied control at the instant t is set to be u(t) = u*(t). The process is then repeated

for the next t. Note that this receding-horizon control strategy is different from applying

u('r) = u*(r) for all T E [t,t + T].

Kwon and Pearson[16] show that the solution to this problem for any fixed T E [5c, oo)

is given by

u'(t) = -R-'BT(t)P-I(t,t + T)x(t) a_ K'(t)x(t) (70)

where P(tl, t2) > 0 satisfies the matrix Riccati differential equation at any r E [t, t + T] a__

It, tT]

OP(_', tT)
-- A(T)P(r, tT) -- P(r, tT)AT('r)- P(T, tT)QP(T, tT) + B(T)R-1BT('r) (71)

Or

with the boundary condition

P(tr, tr) = P(t + r,t + T) = 0 (72)

To compute u*(t) from (70), the Riccati equation (71) needs to be integrated backward from

t + T to t with the boundary condition (72). The closed-loop system under control law (70)

is uniformly asymptotically stable, provided the system (67) is uniformly controllable.[16]

The need for backward integration of the matrix Riccati differential equation (71) at every

instant t poses a serious computational burden for on-line implementation of the control law

(70). An analytical approximation to control law (70) may be derived as follows: Consider

the above receding-horizon problem in the interval [t,t + T]. Divide this interval into N

equal subintervals of length h = TIN for some integer N > n/m. With the current state

x(t) known, a first-order prediction of x(t + h) as a function of u(t) is given by a Taylor

series expansion at t

x(t + h) _ x(t) + h[A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t)] = (I + hA)x + hBu (73)
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Denote Ak = A(t ÷ kh), Bk = B(t ÷ kh), xk = x(t ÷ kh) and uk = u(t + kh), k = 1,...,N.

Then another first-order Taylor series expansion at t ÷ h, together with Eq. (73), gives

x(t + 2h) _ xl + h[Alzl + Blul] _ (I + hA)(I + hA_)x + h(I + hA_)Bu + hB_ul (74)

Continuing this process, we have

k-1

xk _ A_x + _ Gk,iui, k = 1,...N (75)
i=O

where

Ak = (I+hAk__)Ak_,, with A0 = I (76)

Gk,_ = (I + hAk-1)Gk-_,_, i = 0, 1,...,k - 2, and Gk,k-_ = hBk__ (77)

The subscript 0 in above expressions denotes the values at t. Let Lo - zT(t)Qx(t)+

uT(t)Ru(t) and Lk T T= x k Qxk+u k Ruk, k = 1, ..., N. The integral in Eq. (68) is approximated

by the standard trapezoidal formula for integrals:

J _ h(0.hL0 + L_ + ... + LN-1 + 0.hLN) (78)

Define an (mg)-dimensional vector v = col{u(t),u_,...,uy__}. If the xk's in Eq. (78) are

replaced by the prediction (75), the performance index is thus approximated by a quadratic
function of v:

lvT H(t,h)v + xT s(t, h)v + q(x,t,h, ug) (79)j=

where H E R myxmN is positive definite for any t and h > O, S E R n×mN and q is quadratic in

x and uy. These terms are obtained directly by rearranging the expression of J in Eq. (78)

once Xk'S are replaced by Eq. (75). Examples are given in Ref. [15]. The constraint (69)

can be approximated by setting xg = 0 from Eq. (75), which can be rewritten in a compact
form

MT(t,h)v = --ANx (80)

where

M T = [Gy,o ... GN,N-1] E R _×my (81)

The minimization of J in Eq. (79) with respect to v subject to constraint (80) constitutes

a quadratic programming (QP) problem. For sufficiently small h (equivalently, sufficiently

large N for a fixed T), M T has full rank, given the uniform controllability of the system.

Then the above QP problem has a unique solution

Define an m x mN matrix

ImN = {[mxm,O, .... 0} (83)

A closed-form, linear, time-varying feedback control law for u(t), denoted by fi(t; h) hereafter

to signify its dependence on time and the value of h, is then obtained from the first m

equations in (82)

fi(t;h) = I,_yv _ K(t,h)x(t) (84)
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It can be shown that the difference between control fi(t; h) and u'(t) in (70) at the same

t is proportional to h. Furthermore, if A(t) and B(t) are bounded with respect to t, for a

fixed T, there exists an h" > 0 such that for all h = T/N <_ h*, the closed-loop system

under control fi(t; h) is uniformly asymptotically stable. Or equivalently, for a sufficiently

large N, the closed-loop stability is ensured with h = TIN. Note that the expression of

the control law (84) (the gain K(t, h) in specific) would be different for different values of

N. The proof of stability is based on the recognition that the prediction (75) is in fact the

Euler integration algorithm applied to system (67) and the trapezoidal formula (19) is a

second-order approximation to the integral in (68). The stability conclusion is then obtained

from the application of Lyapunov stability theory to the LTV system.

7.2 X-33 Entry Guidance by Trajectory Regulation

Let x = (r 0 ¢ Y 7 _)T, and u = (a a) T. We will use limited a-modulation as well as for

trajectory control. The reference trajectory will be the 3-DOF trajectory found in Section

2. Let Ax(r) and Au(7) denote the differences between the actual and nominal values in x

and u. The linearized dynamics of system (1-6) about the reference trajectory are

Ak = A(r)Ax + B(T)Au (85)

Both A and B can be obtained analytically. Their elements depend on the state and control

histories of the reference trajectory. Applying the control law (84) to the system (85), we

have a feedback control law for Au = K(T)Ax, where g is dependent on A(T), B(T), N

and h. The actual trajectory is then controlled by u(T) = u*(7) + Au(r) with the nonlinear

dynamics governed by (1-6), where the asterisk denotes the reference value. The linearized

model (85) is only used for control law construction for Au. Successful trajectory regulation

should lead to Ax --_ 0, thus Au --+ 0, provided the trajectory dispersions are not so large

as to invalidate the linearization approximation or cause destabilizing control saturation.

For the system (85), n = 6 and m = 2. The parameter N in the control law (84) must be

at least greater than n/m = 3. We have found that any N > 4 for this application suffices to

yield a satisfactory stabilizing control law for Au. The control law is too lengthy to present

here, but otherwise a straightforward matter to obtain by following the systematic formulas

given in Section 7.1.

To assess the effectiveness of this guidance method under dispersed conditions, we let

the trajectory dispersions at the starting point of the entry flight be randomly distributed

in the ranges of

[Ar(O)l _< 3 (kin), IAO(O)l _< 0.05 (deg), IA¢(O)l _< 0.05 (deg)

IAV(0)I < 150 (re�see), IAT(0)I _< 2 (deg), ]A¢(0)I < 5 (deg) (86)

These are by no means small dispersions for entry flight. For the trajectory control law

employed in the simulations shown in this Report, N = 8, h = 0.02 (dimensionless, 16 sec

in real time), Q =unity matrix, and R = diag{5, 0.01} (with a in radian and a in deg) are

used. The sizes of Ac_ and Aa are bounded by the conditions

la*(r) + ZXa(T)I < 90 (deg) (87)

I_a(_)l _< z_a_o_(_) (ss)
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where/karat, is scheduledwith respectto Mach number, starting at 5 deg at Mach 10 and
linearly increasingto 10deg at Mach2.5.

Many trajectories havebeensimulated, and the results are rather consistentin that all
the trajectories have the similar behaviors. Figures 26 and 27 depict the variations of the
trajectory dispersionsalong 10such trajectories. At the TAEM interface along all the 10
trajectories, the altitude errors are lessthan 0.2 km, the circular position errors less than
0.7 km, the velocity errors lessthan 10m/sec, the flight path angleerrors lessthan 1 deg,
and the heading angle errors less than 1 deg. This level of accuracy representsa major
improvement in the precision that trajectory control can achieve in the context of entry
guidance. It would be possiblefor the the drag-tracking guidanceapproachto attain similar
accuracy in some (no more than half) of the state variables,but certainly not the level of
overall precisiondemonstratedhere.This conclusionis evident whenonecomparesFigs. 16-
19with Figs. 26-27. It shouldbenoted that nonavigation uncertainty is consideredin above
assessment.

The variations of complete a and a (not just dispersions) along those 10 trajectories

are shown in Fig. 28. It can be seen that as the trajectory dispersions are reduced by the

feedback control law, the bank angle and angle of attack return to their nominal values.

Remarks

.

.

o

o

Although the independent variable used in above discussion is the time, it is not a

necessity. In fact, if the use of some other monotonic variables (e.g., energy) as the

independent variable in defining the reference trajectory is deemed to be more advan-

tageous, the methodology has no difficulty to apply to such a case. Note that the

linearized system equation (85) (A and B matrices in particular) will be different if a

different independent variable is used, therefore the control law must be reformulated

accordingly.

Both the Shuttle and X-33 entry guidance also use a-modulation for better track-

ing performance, particularly during bank reversals. Without a compensation, bank

reversals tend to degrade significantly the trajectory control accuracy. The current

approach provides coordinated and continuous a and a modulation commands that do

not call for sudden changes (reversals). Furthermore, the approach is uniform in that

no separate considerations are needed for longitudinal and lateral trajectory control.

The tightness of the trajectory control depends directly on the control margins avail-

able, i.e., the allowable sizes of/ka and Aa. The larger the margins are, the higher

controller gain (smaller h parameter) may be used for tighter trajectory control, or

the larger trajectory dispersions can be accommodated for the same controller gain.

When we keep increasing the magnitudes of trajectory dispersions to the point when

divergence occurs, it is always inevitably due to control saturations.

Some simple tests have also been done on the robustness of the trajectory control

law with respect to aerodynamic uncertainties. One of the noted advantages of the

receding-horizon control is its robustness. In this entry guidance application, the pre-

liminary finding suggests again that robustness is strongly dependent on the available
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control margins. With larger margins,more substantial uncertainties can be compen-
sated by the feedbackcontrol law. No effort has been made yet on comparing the
robustnessof the drag-tracking guidancestrategy of the Shuttle/X-33 and the current
method. But our conjectureis that whenthe control margins are severelylimited, the
drag-tracking approachwill probably be more robust, becausethe current approach
attempts to regulate all the state variablesrather than track just one function of the
state.

° The performance of the control law is very insensitive to the choice of the Q matrix. The

choice of the R matrix has more noticeable effect in balancing the relative magnitudes

of Aa and Aa, but far from being highly critical.

This trajectory-regulation method obviously requires a larger software for the trajectory

control law compared to the drag-tracking approach, though it may not be an issue with

the capability of the current generation of flight computers. More extensive evaluations,

preferably with high-fidelity vehicle simulation programs such as MAVERIC, remain to be

done to further determine feasibility, robustness, and versatility of this approach. But if

the above preliminary results are any indication, this method should be a very promising

candidate of entry guidance scheme in missions where high precision is critical.
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8. Summary and Conclusions

This research was conceived to develop an alternate entry guidance scheme for the X-33

vehicle in parallel to the on-going development of the actual X-33 entry guidance algorithms,

provide comparative evaluation of the two methods, and complement the actual X-33 entry

guidance design whenever appropriate. Other goal of this research were to identify new ways

that can potentially improve entry guidance system performance, reduce the cost/labor

associated with entry guidance development, and enhance the capability of entry guidance

system. This research has resulted in 5 publications in scholarly journals and proceedings of

professional conferences[7, 9, 10, 13, 15] which document much of the progress and results of

this research. These contributions to literature can be divided into two categories: those that

are directly focused on entry guidance for the X-33 [7, 9, 10], and those that develop general

approaches and impact on entry guidance methodology.J13, 15] This report summarizes the

new developments in entry guidance design stemming from the X-33 application. These new

techniques combined with the Space Shuttle entry guidance principle have contributed to an

improved and effective entry guidance scheme for the X-33. In the same time, the limitations

of Shuttle-based entry guidance methods are identified. The lessons learned and experience

gathered in the X-33 entry guidance design have motivated research on next-generation of

entry guidance methods that will be more capable and adaptive.
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